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1. Introduction 
The absolutely flat morphisms are the flat morphisms A --+B, between unitary 
commutative rings, such that the codiagonal (or multiplication) BO, B+B is flat. 
D. Ferland and the author introduced this notion to obtain a unified treatment 
for etale, ind-etale, essentially etale morphisms. These morphisms are absolutely 
flat. 
In T his context some well (?) known epic properties of etalc morphisms become 
characteristic, this gives us Section I. 
The abolutely flat morphisms are those of universal relative weak dimension zero. 
This is essentially asserted by the pivot theorem in Section 2: a B-module which is 
flat over A is also flat over B. We call it the pivot theorem because it is the tool 
that works to picl< up a property of A to B. 
This pivct theorem leads us curiously, through Sections 3 and 4, to the theorem 
of change of base in the integral closure: if A ’ is the integral closure of A in an 
A-algebra then BOA’ is the integral closure of B in the corresponding B-algebra. 
This result begins Section 5 which tnds by one of its consequences: in the local case 
A and B have the same strict henselian closures. 
Section 3 ami the Subsections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 are written here for sake of com- 
pleteness. The!,! put together the known equivalence between integral morphisms 
and universally closed morphisms (Section 3), and dispersed results about semi- 
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hereaitary rings. We use these results to establish that integrally closed morphisms 
are obtained by push up from manic flat epimorphisms having for origin a ring of 
weak dimension less than one. This is an operative generalisation of Krull’s 
th(eorem: the integral closure of a ring without zero divisor is the meet of the valua- 
tion rings containing it, in its quotient ring. 
Lazarus j141 studies extensively the problem of change of base in the integral 
closure. His results show that our ‘s is not obsolete for which we thank him. 
Ferrand [6] obtains very precise results on absolutely flat morphisms with 
noe? herian origin. 
Paisa [2 l] establishes other theorems on the ascent of properties along absolutely 
Rat morphisms. 
J. Definition and general properties 
I. 1. Definition. Let .f be a morphism between ;1 and B. 
(i) We shall say that f is diagonally flat (c)F) if I?@, I?+!? is flat. 
(ii) We shall say that .f is absolrrrely fZat (AF) if it is flat and DF. 
A morphism is eta/e if and only if it is AF and of finite presentation. 
Any epimorphism is D’-, BOB is isomorphic to B. 
J .2. Proposition. Ler J be a morphism from A to B. The following properties are 
eyuiva/en I: 
(i) The rzlorphism f is DF. 
(ii) For each A -algebra C, and each morphism g jkom C to D ver$ving 
Se ‘ID*) = C*. the mapping A-algrbra(B, C)-+A-algebra(B, D) is rnonic (C* is the 
se! oj‘ in vertihle elements). 
(iii) For eac*h A-algebra C and each ideal I of C contained in its Jacobson radical, 
the mp/3irtg .4-algebra@, C) -+ A -algcbra(B, C/I) is manic. 
Proof. (i) =s (ii) Let u and u be two elements of A-algebra(B, C) verifying gu = go. 
Let LV be the morphism from B@$, B to C defined by u and U. Noting f' and f” the 
tw? canonical morphisms from B to B@ B and I$ the codiagonal BQ, B, we have 
.rlrt:~” - glr = <er) = RI$“. But the sequence B$ BQ, B -+ B is exact; let h be the unique 
morphism from B io D such that h[;lj=gw. Noting I the kernel of IQ we have 
,tlc~( 1 -/- 1) = K,( 1 + I) - ( 1): this implies that each element of M~(I+ 1) is invertible 
in C. 
NOM remind: if ,4 --+I /I is flat, then the canonical morphism (1 + 1). ‘/I -+A// is 
an isornorphism (see also the lemma below). 
Hence there exist one and only one u’ from B to C such that U’G’i = w. Gazing 
upon the t-qualities u’! ; = K, MY’= u, MY” = I,, see that u = U. 
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Lemma. If A-+A/I is flat, then the canonkal morphiw (1 + I)-‘A-+A/I is nn 
isomorphism. 
Lemma 1 in [l; Chap. II, 2, No. 2, p. 831, says: for each ideal I of A, the set 
S= 1 + I is a multiplicative part of A, and the ideal S-t1 of S-‘A is contained in 
the Jacobson radical of S-‘A. The ideal S-II is the kernel of the canonical 
morphism from S-IA to A/I, hence if this morphism is flat it is faithfully flat; a 
faithfully flat morphism is a monomorphism. 
(iii)=,(i). Look at the diagram 
where g and u are the canonical morphisms defined by universal and properties and 
J= Ker V’. The morpi Esm g is surjective, its kernel 1 is (1 + J)-‘J which is con- 
tained iv& the Jacobson radical of (1 +./)-‘BO, B=C (cf. [l; Chap. II, 2, No. 2, 
Lemma 1, p. ?3]). We have gu = V’ hence guf’ = guf “, this implies uf’ = uf”. Let h 
be the unique mx-phism fr,3n 13 to C such that hVJ= u. We have ghVf=gu = VI and 
hgil = hl$= u. Consequently .h = lB and hg = !( . The proof is completed. 
Cwollary. Let f be a local morphism between the local rings A and B. The two 
folfb) wing properties are eqldvaient: 
(i! The morphism f is DF, 
(ii) For each local A-algebra C the mapping 
A-locala&bra( B, C) -+ k(A)-aigebra(k(B), k(C)) 
is manic. 
Proof. Let C be the localisation of B@ B by V’ ‘(m(B)). Look at the diagram 







The ring C is local, and so is the morphism g. As the morphisms guf’ and g&f” are 
local, so l/j’ and uf” are local. It’s easy to see that k(uf’) = k(uf”), which implies 
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uf ) = uf”. Then there exist one and only h from B to C such ihat u = hV1. We have 
to verify, like in the preceding demonstration, that hg = lc and gh = lg. Etc. 
We may conclude 
hoposition. Let f: Ad B be a local morphism. The foilowing properties are 
equivalent: 
(i) f is an epimorphism in the category of local rings. 
(ii) f is DF and the ratlie-al of the (BO, B)-idea/l generated by m(B) is a maxi- 
mal one. 
(iii) f is DF and k(A)-+k(B) is an isomorphism. 
1.3. Gazing upon cocartesian diagrams (and general results on flat morphisms) 
reveals: the class of DF (resp. AF) morphisms is stable by composition and direct 
limits; if .fg is DF and f faithfully flat, then g is DF; a morphism A+B is DF (resp. 
AF) if and only if &lo,4 --+B,,, has Ihis property, for each maximal ideal no of B. 
.4n ind-etale morphism is .4F. 
1.4. DF morphisms produce flat morphisms, let f: t-1-B be a DF morphism, then 
for each ??--+ C and B-+D the morphism C@ D--+C& D is flat. This fact has 
some consequences 
(1) If uf = qf, then coker(u, t-Q--+X is flat, X is the common target of 11 and U. 
(2) Any section of f is flat. 
(3) For each B-+ C the morphism B@, C -+C is f!at . 
(3) If g,f is flat, then so is p. 
1.5. Remind the equivalence of the following conditions [lo; 1.3.7.21, for f: A-@: 
(i) If i and j are morphisms in an algebraically closed field and verifying if= jf, 
then i=j. 
(i’) Same assertion with the values taken in a reduced ring. 
(ii’) The kernel of L$ is a nilideal, 
(iii) F;pec(J) is rnonic and for each prime ideal rn of B the field extension 
k( 01 n.4 )-b k(m) is a purely inseparable one. 
(iv) For each B-algebra C spec(f@ I(-) is manic. 
Such morphisms are called ‘universally manic’ (‘on the spectrum’ is forgotten). 
Since a faithfully flat morphism is manic we have, 
Prqmition. A morphism I-cphich is DF and universall_v mortic is un epimorphism. 
‘B 
a. he pivot theorem 
na. Let f be c mot-phism from A do B, cali @ the t ompotrnd morphism 
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(f&l&f (2nd V’j th e codiagonal BO, B + B. Define the functor of from Mod B x 
Mod B to Mod BO, B by: VM and N are B-module the ground abelian group of 
M&N is MO, N with the external multiplication defined by (b@ c)(x@y) = 
bx@yc. Then we have @*Of = @A (f *xf *) and of*&= 0s. 
This lemma is more or less known, its proof only uses the universal properties of 
the objects. 
2.2. Theorem. If f: A+B is a DF morphism and if M is a B-module flat.over A, 
then M is also fiat over B. 
We use the last formula of the preceding lemma: the flatness of M over A says 
that the functor +?Jf 1U is exact; compounding with the exact functor Vf* we obtain 
the exact functor l Q M, hence the B-module M is flat. 
Corollary 1. Let f : A* B an AF morphism: the natural transform Vf*Tor” +Tor* 
is an isomorphisnr . 
We say that a ring A has weak dimension less than n (n is an integer), and we 
write Wd(A) 5 n, if Torf (a, 9) = 0. 
Absolutely flat rings [I; Chap. I, 2, ex. 16 a 18, and Chap. II, 3, ex. 91 are those 
of weak dimension zero. 
A ring is absolutely flat if and only if each of its finitely generated ideals is 
generated by an idempotent. Hence if an absolutely flat ring only has 0 and 1 as 
idempotent it is a field. 
Absolutely flat rings are reduced, for the morphism of such a ring in its reduced 
one is faithfully flat. A ring is reduced if and only if it is a subring of an absolutely 
flat one: the nilradical of a ring is the kernel of the canonical morphism in the pro- 
duct of its quotient fields [l, Proposition 1.3, Chap II, $2, No. 6, p. 951, and a pro- 
duct of fields is an absolutely flat ring. 
We just say that AF morphisms don’t raise the weak dimension. 
Corollary 2. Let f: A-+ B be an AF morphism. 
(i) If A is aboiutely flat, then so is B, 
(ii) ?f’ .4 is reduced, then so is B. 
2.3. We have to prove a going up theorem, for a non-local property, along AF 
morphisms. 
We say that a module M is coherent if it is finitely generated and each of its 
finitely generated submodules is finitely presented [ 1; Chap. I, 2, ex. 11 & 121. 
Letf:A--+ be an AF morphism, and M be a coherent A-module. 
Then MO, B is a coherent B-module. 
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Proof. This proposition will be a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and of the next 
lemma. 
Lemma. Let Zi bez a Jinite/_v presented A-module. Then M is coherent if and only 
if Ann M is _finitel?, generated a& A/Ann M is coherent. 
proof. Suppose that Ann M is finitely generated and A/Ann M is coherent. A4 is 
finitely presented: it is a coherent A/Ann M-module. The A-XI, ,odules of A4 are 
its .MAnn M-submodules, which are finitely presented over A/A IS I M, hence on A. 
Suppose now that M is coherent. if _yl, . . . , x,, is a generating sj3;tem for M, tkten 
Ann RI is the kernel of A --+kP defined by “the image of one is (.c,, . . . , x,J”. The 
.4-module M” is coherent: Ann M is finitely generated and the A-module 
‘4 ‘Ann M is coherent, that is to say that is a coherent ring. 
We now have all we need to prove the proposition. let M be a coherent A-module. 
The B-module M@., B is finitely presented. By flatness we have Ann(M@, B) = 
(~I:I .\I)@ I B which is finitely generated. We have to show that B/Ann(M@, B) 
ic coherent. We use B/Ann(l%Z@I B) = (A/Ann M)@,, I3 and all we have to show 
is: if .4 is a coherent ring, then so is B. Let (Mi) be a family of flat B-modules. 
Thq are flat over A, and A is coherent then 11 Mi is flat over A, then flat over B. 
WC conclude: B is a coherent ring. 
3. Integral rnorphisms are the universally closed ones 
3.1. For sal! e of com;)leteness we have to recall some definitions and theorems 
around ini(*qal morphisms. 
A morphism f’: A --+ B is said to be closed when: if s from B to C is surjective, 
thcrl for each prime ideal p of‘ A/Ker s.f +here is a prime ideal q of C such tha: 
qn(,4 %er ~1‘) =y. 
Indeed iii is equivalent to say: “the morphism induced by f between the two 
topolopical $#paces Spec B and Spec A is closed”. 
For such lmorphisms we have f ‘(B*) =A*, where D* is the set of invertible 
t’kmc’nts of L)*. 
.4 morphism j’: A -+B is said to be wCversa//v closed if for any A-algebra D the 
rwqk3rn _j’& 1,) is closed. 
3.X Theorem. The~~llowing properties, err a morphim _f : A -+ B, cre equivaient: 
t i 1 B is (I _filtered direct iirnit of &finite A -algebras. 
(ii) .f is trniwsallv closed. 
(iii/ _f’@IA[ T] is a closed morphism. 
(iv) For each a E B there exist a unitary polynomic!l g, with coefficicnt~ in A, veri- 
..frVin,e ,rrW =- 0 (th,,rt is to sa_v: ,f is an integra6 morphism). 
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Proof. (i)* (ii). The property (i) is universal, so we just have to demonstrate that 
f is closed. With the notation of 3.1, the morphism A!‘Ker sf-+C also has the pro- 
perty (i). !Ve then are led to settle that if a manic morphism verifies (i), then for 
each prime ideal p of A we have BQk(p) #O. As >f is manic the finite A-algebras 
E, whose direct limit is B, are finitely generated and faithful1 modules. The theory 
of support [ 1; Chap. II, 4, No. 4) allows us to write E,Ok(p) # 0. A filtered direct 
limit of non-zero algebras is a non-zero algebra B@k( p) #O. 
(iii)* (iv). Let a E B, and consider the surjection B[T]-+B, given by “the image 
of T is a”. The element l/a belongs to the image C of A[T] in B,, the hypothesis 
then implies that a also belongs to C. We may write a = C q( l/a)‘, or for an n, 
an+l 
= coat’ + 0-0 + c, in B,, the c; belonging to A. There exists an integer s for which 
a stn+l =cOaSfR+-+cnaS in B. 
This last demonstration comes from Gabriel-Wcmazure [3). 
4. Integrally closed morphisms and Krull’s theorems 
4.1. A morphism f: A-+ B is said to be integrally closed if f is monk and each 
element of B integral over A is in A. 
If (A) is a family of integrally closed morphisms, then llfi is integrally closed. 
If, in the Cartesian square 
the lower morphism is integrally closed, then the upper one is also. 
Proposition. 17 the weak dimension of A is less than one and if A+ B is a manic 
f/at epimorphism, then it is integrally closed. 
Proof. Let A--M--63, where A ‘43 is manic, and A+A integral. Each minimal 
prime of A goes up to A’ (A +A' is manic), hence each prime of A goes to A’ (A -+A' 
is closed). Furthermore A’ is flat over A (A’-+B is manic and B is flat and 
Wd(A)s 1): A --+A’ is a faithfully flat morphism. We conclude with 
Lemma. Suppose f is faithfuC!v fiat and g is manic. If gfis a flat epimorphism, then 
f is an isomorphisrn. 
roof. As f is faithfully flat it is sufficient to show f@ lAt is an isomorphism (A’ 
is the aim off). Consider the following commutative diagram where vertical arrows 
are the codiagonal ones 
As 9f is an epimorphism, 67 is an isomorphism. As A’ and B are flat over A, and 
g i5 manic, gag is manic. We conclude: the morphism p is manic, it is an isomor- 
phism, etc. 
4.2. WC have now to recall some facts about semi-hereditary rings. Recall first 
Lemma. A ring is of weak dimension /em than one if and only if all its finite/) 
generared ide& are flat. 
Proof. Suppose that the finitely generated ideals of a ring are flat. Let M be a flat 
module and N one of its submodules. We want to show that N is flat. Take a finitely 
generated ideal / of the ring and consider the commutative diagram 
AS .\I is flat t hc vertical right arrow is manic. As I is flat the upper arrow is manic. 
We may ~a_\: that the vertical left arrow is manic. N is flat. 
Definition (Cartan-Eilenberg [2, p. 141). A ring is said to be semi-hereditary if all 
it5 finitely generated ideals are projective. 
This definition is clearly equivalent to; the ring is coherent and of weak dimension 
1~ than one. We may then say that the property ‘semi-hereditary’ goes up along 
N- morphisms. 
31. Nagata has a ring of weak dimension less than one and which is not semi- 
hereditary. The local case is more pleasant, see 4.3. 
Propcsition. A product of semi-hereditary rings is semi-hereditary. 
et (/I,) be a family of semi-hereditary, rinlgs and a a finitely generated itieal 
.+I,. WC haw a surject ion C; from a L-P to a; if a, is the projection of LI in 
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Ai, we deduce from Q a family qi of surjections from Al to ai. Consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
A” _____* rIA 
n 
i 
We have a = fl ai and Q = n qi. Each qi has a section hence 50 has q. 
4.3. Proposition. Let A be a local ring, m its maximal ideal. The fohowing proper- 
ties are equivalent: 
(i) The weak dimension of A is less than one. 
(ii) ~1 is without zero divisor and if B is a subring of the quotient field of A for 
which mB3f: B, then A = B. 
(iii) A is reduced and each finitely generated ideal of A is generated by one 
element. 
(iv) A is semi-hereditary. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let t be a non-zero element of A, and I= Ann t, we have ICm. As 
A/I is isomorphic tc tA, it is flat: the local morphism A-+A/I is faithfully flat, 
hence I= 0 and A is without zero divisor. 
Let K be the field of quotient of A and B 8 subring of K with mB#B: B is a 
faithfully flat extension of A. We may conclude with the lemma of 4.1. 
(ii)* (iii) is an immediate consequence of the fact: if a and b are elements of A, 
and if 1 e mA[a/b], then A[b/a] is integral over A. 
(iii)* (iv). A has only one minimal prime ideal which is zero. A is without zero 
divisor. Each of its finitely generated ideals is free. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) first appeared in Jensen [ 11. 
Definition. The local rings verifying the equivalent properties of the proposition are 
known as valuation rings, if not fields. 
Consequence. If A-+ B is a local AF morphism and if A is Q vaiuatiorl ring, then 
so is B. 
The right thing to do now is to recall some useful properties of valuation rings. 
(1) Let f : A +K where K is a field, let e;r be a prime ideal of A containing Ker f, 
then :L subring V of K containing f(A) and maximal for the property ql/f V, is a 
valu.:ion ring of K (this means that V is a valuation ring and aU is its field of 
quotient). 
We use (ii) in the defining proposition, for V is certainly local. 
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(2) J f V is a valuation I kg of the field K, and if W is a valuatil.3 ring of the 
residual field L of’ V2 then I/’ n, W is a valuation ring of li’. 
It’s again in a consequence of (ii). 
(3) If I’ is a valuation ring of the field K, if ta/ i$ a subring of K containing V, 
then thttre exist a prime ideal p of V for which VP = W. 
Let 4 be a maximal ideal of IV, call p the ideal qTI V. We know that VP --) VP@ W 
is an isomorphism. Hsnce there 1s only one maximal ideal in IV’, etc. 
(4) Let L be a field extension of th:: field K, let V be a valuation ring of h’. Then 
there exists a valuation ring IV of L for which IVnjK=L. 
(4) is an easy consequence of (1) and (3). 
4.4. We are now equiyed to demonstrate a generaliseJ form of Krull’s theorem. 
Theorem. [f ,f : A -+ B is integrally closed, tkn for all .I- belonging to B but not to 
A, +ertT e_Gst a minimal prime VI in B, a valuation ring V qf k(m) which .fuctors 
A -+A-(ru), such tlw! the image qf .I- in k(m) does not belong to V. 
Proof. ( 1) WC first consider the case where B = A[s]. There exists an A-algebra C, 
a prime ideal p’ of B& C, a prime ideal (7 of C containing P:=p’n C and which 
i\ not the tract of a prime ideal of B& C containing p’. 
Tahc 1’ a valuation ring of IQ y’), containing the image of C, and whose maximal 
ideal dominates 4. The image of .Y in k( p’) does ngt belong to V. 
(‘a11 r the prime ideal p’n B, and IV= Vnk(r). We thus obtain a prime ideal of 
H, :I valuatia)n ring Ct’ of the residue field of B at this point, containing the image 
ot’ .-1 and tia.~t does not contain the image of X. 
The obt;tir!c/.i deal ig not yet minimal. Let s be a minimal prime ideal contained 
in r, _Y a ~&titic~ ring of k(s) whose maximal ideal donraintes r. C’all T the residue 
field of Xi’, and 1’ a valuation ring of T such that 777 k(r) = IV, and Z the ;>ull back 
of .I’ and 1’ over- 7: It is valuaticn ring of k(s) and the image of .Y in k(s) doesn’t 
belong to 2. 
(2) I-et .-I --+I be an integrally closed morphism, SE B and s$/l. There exists a 
minin7al idcal I of ~l[.\-] and a valuation ring U of’ k(l) containing the image of A 
and not c*onraining the image of .Y. As .+I [.I-! --+ B is manic there exists a minimal prime 
idcal 1~1 of H which dominates 1. It’ P’ is a valuation ring of k(~n) whose intersection; 
Gth k(! j ij C’, thtm the image of .V in k(~rr) doesn’t belong to V. 




;- ---_ ----__, K 
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where V -+K is a manic j7at epimorphism, and VVd( V) I 1. 
Proof. To obtain sufficiency we add two re.xtlt~ in 4.1. 
Necessity. For an x belonging to B and not to A, note that Vx and k, are a 
valuation field and a field, resp., verifying the properties of the preceding theorem; 
take V= JJ V’, K = nk,; the obtained square is Cartesian, K is the total quotient 
ring of V; each vY is semi-hereditary, hence V is semi-hereditary. 
5. Integral closure goes up along absolutely flat morphisms 
5.1. Theorem. Let A -+ B and A -+ C be twb morphisms, call A the in tegd closure 
of .4 in C. If A-+ B is abdutely flat, then A’@_, B is the integra! closure of B in 
B@, C. 
Proof. Consider the diagrarq 
A’----- -+ 4439, B 
As the second row is AF and the second square is push out, we have just to prove: 
if A--+B is AF, if A is integrally closed in C, then B is integrally closed in B@, C. 
Pul A-4’ in a Cartesian square like in the corollary of 4.4. Consider the square 
B @,., C - - B@, k’ 
As .4 --+ B is flat this squave is a cartesian one; as A -Q3 is AF I/‘-+ V@., B is AF and 
Wd( V6& B)s 1, and the lower arrow is a manic flat epimorphism. 
Corollary. ?f A --+ B is an absolutel_y flat morphism, if A is without zero divisor and 
integrally closed in its quotient field, if B doesn ‘t contain in any non-trivial idem 
potent, therz B is without zero divisor and irrtegral@ closed in its quotient field. 
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Proof. If K is the quotient field of A. then B is integrally closed in B& K; B@,, K 
is absolutely flat, ah its idempotent belong to B, the only idempotents of B are 0 
and 1: B@., K is a field. 
5.2. Theerem. If A -+B is a local absolutely flat morphism, and if A is strict& 
henselian, then A --+ /3 is an isonrorphism. 
Proof. We shall show that f : A+B is universally manic. Take two ri;orphisms i
and j from B to an algebraically closed field E. Suppose that if = jf. If we t-how that 
L 0, R is a field we may say that L-Q!& B is an isomorphism, hence the two 
retract> of this morphism induced by i and j (universal properties of Cartesian 
squares) are equal, hence i =j’. 
Go! Let A’ be :he integral closure of A in L. As A is henselian the ring A’is local. 
Consider the pushout square 
(*) 
I i 
A’O, k(A) - BCQ, 14 ‘04 k(A) 
We shah first prove that the upper arrow is an isomorphism. The right upper ring 
is absolutely flat and local, it is a field. We have to prove that if k *L is a field 
extensior which is an AF morphism, then it is an algebraic and separable xtension. 
What is said in 1.3 is that we may assume that L is generated, as a field extension, 
by one element . As C@L is absolutely flat t is not an indeterminate (if t is an 
indeterminate L, L is a ring without zero divisor, and is not a field). Now we know 
that L is finite over k and the theory of field extensions ays that there is an 
intermediate field K which is separable over k and such that L is purely inseparable 
over K. The ring L ah. L is an onto image of the absolutely flat ring D& L, it is 
absolutely flat. The ring morphism K --+I. is universally manic and AF: it is an 
isomorphism. 
In the pushout sqnrare (*) the lower arrow is an isomorphism. 
We conclude: 3& A’ is a local ring, it is integrally closed in a@,, L, as BQ, L 
is absolutely flat it is a field. The morphism f is AF, universally injective, faithfully 
tM: it is a faithfully flat epimorphism, it is an isornorphism. 
Corollary. Let f : A -+ B be a local absolutely fiat morphism, and u : A -+ A’ a strict 
henselisation of A. There exists a (unique) U, local and f/at, such that u = 0j1 
Proof. Note 6,’ is the ring A ‘Q B localised at the a prime ideal n over the maxi- 
mal ideal of A’. The local AF morphism A’ --+ B’ is an isomorphism. The morphism 
11 is the composite of B 43‘ with the inverse of A’-+B’. Unicity is a consequence 
of 1.2. 
Going up along absolutely f/at morphisms 59 
Remark. This corollary establishes a bijection between the strict henselian closures 
of A and those of B. 
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